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Warrantless Access to Cell Site Location Information
Takes a Hit in the Fourth Circuit:
The Implications of United States v. Graham for Law Enforcement
On August 5, 2015 the Fourth Circuit created a major ripple in Fourth
Amendment law by ruling that warrantless access to cell site location information
(CSLI) over a lengthy period amounted to an unconstitutional search in United
States v. Graham.1 While the Fourth Court ultimately upheld the defendants’
convictions by applying the Fourth Amendment’s “Good Faith” exception, the
ruling created a clear split from the Fifth and Eleventh Circuits, making
consideration of the issue by the Supreme Court much more likely.2
This article focuses on the facts and the Fourth Amendment arguments of the
majority, concurring and dissenting opinions in Graham.3 It also looks at
potential implications for other services that obtain metadata similar to CSLI.
Finally, it concludes that, for the time being, warrants should not be needed to
access historical cell site data in New York, but that in other jurisdictions where
there is no bright-line rule, it may be best to err on the side of caution and obtain
a warrant.
What is historical cell site data?
Whenever an individual uses a cell phone, the phone connects with cell sites or
“base stations,” which send communications to and receive communications
from the cell phone.4 When a call is placed or received or a text message is sent
or received by a phone, that phone connects to the cell site with the strongest
signal, typically the nearest cell site.5 If the phone physically moves through a
particular coverage area, the cell phone may connect to different cell sites as it
moves.6 A service provider automatically retains a record of which cell site the
cell phone was connecting to at any given time, thereby allowing investigators to
“approximate the whereabouts of the cell phone at the particular points in the
time in which transmissions are made.”7
Cell site location data was used in the prosecutions of defendants Aaron Graham
and Eric Jordan, who were charged in a pattern of armed robberies in the
Baltimore area in 2011.8 Police arrested Graham during the last robbery, and
while executing a search warrant in his residence recovered a pair of cell phones.9

In Brief:
There is a circuit split about
whether a legal expectation of
privacy applies to CSLI.
Fifth and Eleventh
Circuits:
 Fourth Amendment
protections do not
apply
 Investigators may
obtain CSLI without a
warrant
Fourth Circuit:
 Fourth Amendment
protections apply
 Investigators may not
obtain CSLI without a
warrant
Second Circuit:
 No ruling by the
circuit court
 Some district court
judges within the
Second Circuit have
endorsed warrantless
acquisition of CSLI
 Investigators may
obtain CSLI without a
warrant, but legality
has not yet been
established at the
circuit level

Investigators obtained two court orders directed at Sprint/Nextel for
CSLI records of the phones to try to determine where the defendants were
physically located at the time of the robberies.10 While the initial court order
authorized 14 days of data, the second one covered 221 days. In all, 29,659
location data points were obtained for Graham, and 28,410 were obtained for Jordan. 11 At trial, these records were
admitted into evidence to show that the defendants were at, or near, the sites of several of the robberies, or that
they were near each other during the string of robberies.12 The defendants were found guilty after trial.13
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Legal Analysis of United States v. Graham
Senior Judge Andre Davis, joined by Judge Stephanie Thacker, held that the government investigators’ actions in
obtaining CSLI for the extended period of time at issue here constituted an unreasonable search under the Fourth
Amendment.14 Ultimately, however, the majority upheld the use of the cell-site data because of the government’s
good faith in relying on the Stored Communications Act (“SCA”) and two court orders.15
I.

Judge Davis’ majority opinion

The majority opinion breaks down into three
separate parts: (1) Finding that obtaining historical
“If anything, Judge Davis argued, the use of
16
cell site data in this case constituted a search; (2)
CSLI in the Graham case would reveal even more
Outlining,
and
then
rejecting,
three
counterarguments;17 and (3) Ultimately ruling that private information about an individual than the
the use of historical cell-site data fell under the
use of a GPS device as discussed in Jones”
Good Faith exception to the Fourth
Amendment.18
In recognizing a privacy interest in the comprehensive accounts of one’s movements and location over an extended
period of time, Justice Davis drew his support from four Supreme Court cases. In United States v. Knotts, the
Supreme Court deemed constitutional a search involving a radio transmitter to track the defendant’s movements.19
The search was upheld, however, only after the Knotts Court deemed it “limited” because it tracked only movements
on public roads.20 In United States v. Karo, the Court held that the same kind of radio transmitter was an
unconstitutional search because the government was able to track movements in places where the suspect had a
reasonable expectation of privacy.21 In Kyllo v. United States, evidence obtained by a thermal imaging camera was
suppressed because it allowed investigators to obtain information hidden inside a private home by using technology
not in general use.22
These three cases form the backdrop for the Court’s most recent ruling in United States v. Jones, where the Court
concluded that a GPS device affixed to a vehicle constituted a search that required a warrant.23 In suppressing
evidence from the GPS device, the Jones Court reasoned that the information gathered over a 28-day period would
reveal an “intimate” picture of an individual’s life that society was not willing to accept as a reasonable intrusion. 24
If anything, Judge Davis argued, the use of CSLI in the Graham case would reveal even more private information
about an individual than the use of a GPS device as discussed in Jones.25 The kind of tracking in Jones was limited to
the use of an automobile on public roads.26 In contrast, a cell phone stays with a person the majority of the time,
and gives the ability to monitor an individual’s movements in private spaces that an automobile would not be able
to access.27 The cell phone in Graham, then, was more like the beeper in Karo and Knotts, allowing investigators to
track an individual in a “home” and “other private locations” at any given time. 28 Additionally, like in Kyllo, CSLI is
not a technology in general use, and therefore the majority opinion deemed this a search within the meaning of the
Fourth Amendment.29
Of particular note in the decision was the “extended” period of time for which the government obtained CSLI. 30
During the 14 and then 221 days that investigators obtained CSLI in the Graham case, there was a high probability
that the CSLI tracked the phone user’s movements in private spaces.31 Thus, for “an extended time period like 14
or 221 days,” the government had engaged in a Fourth Amendment search.32 The Court did not, however, enact a
bright-line rule specifying how many days, hours or minutes would constitute a search.33
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Judge Davis next responded to three main counterarguments presented by the government: (1) that the privacy
policy at Sprint/Nextel gave users notice of the collection of CSLI;34 (2) that the third party doctrine allowed for a
warrantless search;35 and (3) that CSLI was less intrusive than other forms of electronic surveillance.36
First, the government argued that, by accepting Sprint/Nextel’s terms of use for its cell phones, the defendants
waived any expectation of privacy.37 Specifically, the user agreement stated that the device would collect
information about “where it (the cell phone) is located.”38 Judge Davis rejected this claim, finding that the user only
agreed to Sprint/Nextel collecting the information, not sharing it with the government.39 Furthermore, there was no
evidence that the defendants “read or understood” the policy.40
Judge Davis next determined that the third-party doctrine was inapplicable to the facts of the Graham case.41 In
United States v. Miller (bank records) and Smith v. Maryland (pen register), the United States Supreme Court held that a
person relinquishes any reasonable expectation of privacy in information conveyed to a third party. 42 Judge Davis
noted that these cases were inapplicable because cell phone users did not “voluntarily convey their CSLI to their
service providers.”43 Instead, cell phones automatically connected to the provider’s network, at times “without the
user’s active participation.”44
Finally, the majority opinion rejected the government’s argument that CSLI was less intrusive than a real-time GPS
that allowed investigators to track a suspect 24 hours a day.45 Judge Davis called this argument “constitutionally
insignificant” because had the defendants been constantly using their phones, the CSLI would have approached the
level of monitoring of a GPS.46 Indeed, the data points received by investigators in this case amounted to well over
100 per day on average.47
Having deemed the CSLI the fruits of an unlawful search, Judge Davis nevertheless declined to apply the
exclusionary rule because of the Good Faith exception.48 The government, Judge Davis wrote, had a good faith
reliance on the SCA as well as the two judicially authorized orders for obtaining CSLI. 49 The government did not
obtain the order under a “clearly unconstitutional” statute, nor was the issuance of the order “clearly defective.” 50
Thus, the majority opinion affirmed the lower court and denied the defendants’ motion to suppress.51
II.

Judge Thacker’s concurrence

The concurring opinion focused on Judge Thacker’s concern for
the “erosion of privacy in this era of rapid technological
development.”52 More than two-thirds of Americans own
smartphones now, and these phones can be used to track an
individual regardless of whether or not the person is actually
using his phone.53 Thus, Judge Thacker wrote, it is better for
judges to err on the side of protecting individual rights and
privacy.54 After all, “obtaining a warrant is the rule, not the
exception.”55
III.

“[O]btaining a warrant is the rule,
not the exception.”
– Judge Stephanie Thacker

Judge Motz’s dissent

In her dissent, Judge Diana Gribbon Motz followed the reasoning of the Fifth and Eleventh Circuits, both of which
found that there was no search within the confines of the Fourth Amendment when it came to CSLI. 56 Judge Motz
argued that the majority erroneously relied on cases (Jones, Karo and Kyllo) that involved direct conduct intrusions by
the government rather than the conduct of a third party.57 According to Judge Motz, the question was better framed
as a third-party doctrine case, and when, as in Graham, CSLI had clearly been turned over to a third party, that
information should not be subject to the protections of the Fourth Amendment.58
3

Judge Motz also rejected the majority’s argument that cell phone users are unaware that they are conveying
information to a cell tower as they carry and use their phones.59 She determined that by the very nature of expecting
a cell phone to work, a cell phone user is necessarily voluntarily conveying information such as CSLI.60
Judge Motz also argued that the majority did not properly analyze what kind of data the government was receiving
with CSLI.61 She noted the difference between actual content of communications (emails, wiretaps) and noncontent information about the communication (email metadata, pen registers). 62 Judge Motz determined that the
majority had mistakenly ruled that CSLI should be afforded the same protection as is applied to content
communication, when in reality CSLI “undeniably” belongs in the non-content category.63
Judge Motz concluded by opining that the Supreme Court and/or Congress should be the first to strike the “proper
balance between technology and privacy.”64
Read the Rulings:
Fourth Circuit:
United States v. Graham,
2015 U.S. App. (4th Cir.
2015)
Fifth Circuit:
In re: Application of the
United States for Historical
Cell Site Data, 724 F.3d
600 (5th Cir. 2013)
Eleventh Circuit:
United States v. Davis,
2015 U.S App. (5th Cir.
2015)

Legal Significance of the Opinion
The most obvious consequence of the Graham opinion is now there is a split
among the circuits on whether a legal expectation of privacy applies to CSLI.
The Fifth and Eleventh Circuits both found that the third party doctrine applied
to CSLI and therefore that Fourth Amendment protections did not apply to CSLI,
while the Fourth Circuit in the present case has ruled that the Fourth Amendment
does apply, requiring investigators to obtain a warrant to receive CSLI.65 The
defendant in the Eleventh Circuit case filed a writ of certiorari in July, 2015,66
which may result in Supreme Court review.
In terms of the law in New York, the Second Circuit has yet to rule, but the
Southern District of New York has endorsed the warrantless acquisition of CSLI
on a similar theory to that of the third party doctrine.67 On the state level, the
Court of Appeals has not addressed the issue, but the First Department ruled that
a warrant was not necessary for CSLI in People v. Hall.68

Another issue that will need to be resolved in the future is what constitutes an
overly extended period of time as it relates to CSLI. Judge Davis noted that even
the 14 days of the first data period was enough time to constitute a search requiring investigators to obtain a
warrant.69 The majority opinion, however, did not provide a bright line rule on the length of time short of 14 days
that would turn the collection of CSLI into a search.70 The Hall court did not reach this issue either, but did take
note that if prolonged surveillance required a warrant under federal law, three days of CSLI records would not
“constitute a protracted surveillance.”71
CSLI is only the tip of the iceberg in this area. As technology advances, more and more services are collecting
personal data on users. For example, online streaming provider Netflix keeps track of a user’s personal preference
for movies. The recently released Apple Watch has the ability to track an individual much in the same way that
smartphones can. eBay and Amazon track personal shopping habits. Thus, any ruling that deals with this sort of
passive metadata collection will have a significant impact on the development of the law.
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Impact on Practitioners
The Graham decision – or something factually and legally similar -- will likely make its way to the Supreme Court at
some point. The split in the circuits in this area necessitates an eventual ruling. However, until that decision is
rendered, there are bright-line rules in the Fourth, Fifth and Eleventh Circuits, and practitioners should follow the
rules in their jurisdictions. In New York, the Second Circuit and the Court of Appeals have not ruled on the matter,
but lower courts have endorsed government investigators obtaining CSLI data without a warrant.
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